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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The data manipulating agility is hampered in base 2 cardinal depiction methodology because of 

reproduction and evolution of trajectory of peculiarly when the cardinal depiction of bits upturns. 

 

In this project we have successfully implemented and observed that the carry is generated in the 

Ripple Carry Adder (RCA) and the Carry Save Adder (CSA) and thus we aim to remove the 

generated trajectory which we have contended in this work. We face O(n) trajectory breeding 

lagging n-bit base-2 process. To resolve this complication, signed cipher notation is utilized for 

trajectory complimentary reckoning engagements. Subtraction without borrow as well as 

aggregation without trajectory can be implemented using Quaternary Signed Digit (QSD) cardinal 

depiction methodology. In this work we extend the QSD addition to eliminate trajectory from 

aggregation and lagged aggregation and we will also work on minimizing the power consumption 

and lag at a particular frequency. We will also be comparing the reckoning engagements of QSD 

cardinal depiction methodology with that of base-2 cardinal depiction methodology. For all these 

delineating and calculations we will be using Xilinx 14.7 software. 
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OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS WORK 

 

 

In this project we have mainly focused our work on the Quaternary Signed Digit Methodology. 

We have worked on how to represent a decimal cardinal depiction into its respective QSD cardinal 

depiction and vice versa using different conversion techniques. The main objective of doing this 

project is aggregation of two QSD cardinal depictions which may be both positive, both negative 

or one positive and one negative respectively. We have shown aggregation of two QSD cardinal 

depictions using different examples to clarify the technique availed. In future, we will extend our 

work from aggregation to subtraction as well as augmentation of two QSD cardinal depictions. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Signed-cipher notation illustration won’t be able to accomplish quick aggregation of numerals as 

a result of it will get rid of the strings of reliant carries. Within the base-2 cipher scheme, an 

unusual scenario of signed-cipher notation illustration is non adjoining kind, which might supply 

rapid edges with marginal area. 

 

1.1 BASE-2 SIGNED DIGIT (BSD) 

 

A base-2 marked figure documentation depiction of a whole number k ∈ [0,2n−1] is a base-2 

depiction symbolized by (Kn, Kn-1, . . ., K0) BSD where Ki ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.We will call the K is 

marked bits, or s bits for short and - 1 will be composed as 1. A whole number can have impressive 

BSD depiction. For instance, k = (8)10 can be drafted as (01000) in BSD. In the midst of the 

plausible BSD depiction of a whole number there are two elite depictions. Introduce day 

centralized computers are arranged on base-2 factual plan. It has 2 conceivable states "0" and '1'. 

In such plan, "1" + "1" is "0" with direction "1" (i.e. 1+1=10). The direction produced ought to 

then be included with one more "1", as an outcome a supplementary direction "1" is created which 

sets up the slack intricacy in PC circumvolutions. 

 

1.2 QUATERNARY SIGNED DIGIT (QSD) 

 

Engagements involving aggregation, subtraction and augmentation form the basic reckoning 

engagements which are broadly availed and execute a crucial aspect in discrete cipher notational 

electronic devices such as pcs and signal processors. Formidable reckoning is very compelling as 

the aggregators availed in the methodology concludes the agility of the cipher notational processor. 

This also gratifies as an architecture for the amalgamation of all the various reckoning 

engagements. In Cipher notational Signal Processing, adder is availed to execute FIR, IIR 

algorithms. Lag in breeding time, finite bits and formidable intricacy of the circumvolution are the 

extensive dilemma’s faced in reckoning engagements. Trajectory chains which are propagated in 

the adder are responsible for time lag in the circumvolution. Some of the circumspections of BSD 
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cardinal depiction methodologies are agile due to taking into account which restricts breeding and 

forming of trajectory specifically when the cardinal depiction of bits gets boost up. Hence, low 

cache density and broad intricacy is experienced. Reckoning without generating trajectory can be 

done using Quaternary Signed Digit (QSD) which is a formidable radix cardinal depiction 

methodology. Present research shows that, breeding chain is eradicated in QSD cardinal depiction 

methodology cavilled by trajectory, emerging in devaluation of taking into account time 

productively, bettering the pace of the methodology. Quaternary Signed Digit (QSD), a formidable 

radix based signed cipher notation cardinal depiction methodology, allows formidable collective 

data storage density and barely intricacy [2]. Signed cipher notation portrayal is the one which we 

can avail to attain agile aggregation of numerals as a result of it can dispose of carries.[2]Portrayal 

of a signed-cipher notation decimal cardinal depiction D in conditions of an ‘n’ cipher notation 

QSD as: 

1

0

4 (1)
n

i

i

i

D X





 

The agility of the artificial intelligence of processors banks on remarkably the agility of the 

aggregators availed in the methodology. Remarkably of the reckoning procedures endures from 

dilemmas like finite cardinal depiction of bits, circumvolution’s intricacy and lag. Convey look 

ahead viper deliver scarcely a reproducing slack, however it is limited to insufficient cardinal 

delineation of bits because of the circumvolution multifaceted design. We battle an impressive 

light-footed QSD aggregator which is having the capability of working direction complimentary 

total and get complimentary subtraction utilizing QSD cardinal delineations. For any operand 

estimate the QSD accumulation/subtraction engagement controls a built up cardinal portrayal of 

min terms. In QSD cardinal portrayal Methodology direction reproducing chains are prohibited or 

neglected which downsizes the considering time. QSD is shows additionally profits if there should 

be an occurrence of parallelism and door multifaceted design. Outlining this retribution unit 

utilizing QSD cardinal delineation depiction has connected with the engagement of a few 

researchers. Besides, unique advances in greetings tech specialized information for blended 

circumvolutions make expansive scale figuring circumvolutions are ample for VLSI achievement. 

In this venture, we fight a considerable readiness QSD snake which is versatile of direction 

complimentary collection, obtain complimentary subtraction. The QSD aggregation/subtraction 
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engagement fascinates an established cardinal depiction of min terms for any operand size. In QSD 

cardinal depiction methodology trajectory breeding chain are excluded or disregarded which 

deflates the taking into account time mainly, thus exaggerating the agility of the machine. Signed 

cipher notation cardinal depiction methodology offers the contingency of trajectory 

complimentary aggregation. QSD Adder / QSD Multiplier circumvolutions are logic 

circumvolutions delineated to enforce formidable-agility reckoning engagements. In QSD cardinal 

depiction methodology trajectory breeding chain are excluded or disregarded which deflates the 

taking into account time mainly, thus exaggerating the agility of the machine. Quaternary Signed 

Digit (QSD) cardinal depictions whose radix is 4 are availed in reckoning engagements to 

effectuate the trajectory complimentary reckoning engagements. The extent of QSD cardinal 

depiction is from -3 to 3. In any n cipher notation QSD cardinal depiction, each cipher notation 

can be characterized by a cardinal depiction from the cipher notation set [-3,-2,-1, 0, 1, 2, 3]. 

Trajectory complimentary aggregation and supplementary reckoning engagements on broad 

cardinal depiction of cipher notations such as 64, 128, or more can be implemented with the 

established firm lag and barely intricacy. In base-2 cardinal depiction methodology trajectory is 

an extensive dilemma in reckoning engagement. With the base-2 cardinal depiction methodology, 

the taking into account agility is finite by forming and breeding of trajectory in particularly as the 

cardinal depiction of bits increases. A trajectory complimentary reckoning engagement can be 

effectuated using a formidable radix cardinal depiction methodology such as Quaternary Signed 

Digit (QSD). In QSD, each cipher notation can be characterized by a cardinal depiction from -3 to 

3. Trajectory complimentary aggregation and supplementary engagements on a broad cardinal 

depiction of cipher notations such as 64, 128, or more can be implemented with firm lag and barely 

intricacy. Besides, writing surveys reasons that multi-esteemed rationale (MVL) would be a 

superior decision to approach the situation of developing dashing chips for working hustling 

considering engagement. Quaternary Signed Digit (QSD) have a broad commitment in impressive 

radix (=4) direction complimentary retribution engagement. For figure notational achievement, the 

marked figure documentation quaternary cardinal delineations are described utilizing 3-bit 2's 

compliment documentation. In this venture, a straightforward and new method of base (2's 

compliment) to QSD transformation is proposed and explained. Outline of base-2 rationale 

circumvolutions is effortlessly conceivable when the interlinked is scarcely. As the cardinal 

portrayal of sources of info expands the interlinked is repetitive work. The unpredictability 
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increments, as chip territory is emptied. To topple the quandary multi-esteemed rationale is 

conceivable arrangement. The Quaternary Signed Digit satisfies us to expand the rationale levels. 

This cardinal portrayal philosophy based rationale circumvolutions gives scarcely slack as 

compared to the base-2 circumvolutions. In this paper the retribution unit is portrayed which gives 

preferred outcomes over the base-2 circumvolutions. The Quaternary Signed Digit based 

collection averts undulating of direction. This evacuates the total direction controlling 

circumvolution, which empowers to fabricate quick aggregators which can be benefited in 

supplementary processors to give quick outcomes. These aggregators give the firm slack invariant 

to the cardinal delineation of sources of info. Utilizing this snake, multipliers are outlined which 

gives hustling comes about and the plan are scarcely complicated. Figuring engagements 

experience from known difficulty's understanding limited cardinal portrayal of bits, reproducing 

time slack, and circumvolution multifaceted nature. Convey look ahead enhances the rearing slack, 

yet is limited to an insufficient cardinal portrayal of figure documentations because of the 

multifaceted nature of the circumvolution. Marked figure documentation cardinal delineation 

system offers the possibility of Trajectory complimentary accumulation. We fight an imposing 

dexterity QSD figuring rationale unit which is versatile of direction complimentary collection, get 

complimentary subtraction. The QSD aggregation/subtraction engagement fascinates an 

established cardinal depiction of min terms for any operand size. In QSD cardinal depiction 

methodology trajectory breeding chain are excluded or disregarded which deflates the taking into 

account time mainly, thus exaggerating the agility of the machine. For operating any engagement 

in QSD, first convert the base-2 or any supplementary input into quaternary signed cipher notation. 

A cardinal depiction can be characterized in two forms that is signed and unsigned cardinal 

depiction. A signed cardinal depiction consists of magnitude and sign where as an unsigned 

cardinal depiction has only magnitude but not sign. 
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1.3 FIELD PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAY (FPGA) 

 

An FPGA is IC, a semiconductor device which can be reprogrammed by customer according to 

his requirement after manufacturing. It comprises of array of configurable logic blocks (CLB’s) 

and switches. Logic designs can be implemented on FPGA’s (Xillinx Spartan-6 XC6SLX45 

FPGA) by using either VHDL or Verilog code on Xilinx Simulator [3]. 

Attentive rationale were benefited to manufacture techniques comprised of many chips that are 

associated with wires in the mid-1960s. It was exorbitant and tedious reshaping such philosophy's 

which required modifying the board. Chip fabricator presented Programmable Logic Device 

(PLD) i.e. a solitary chip and constituted of a variety of detached AND–OR entryways. The PLDs 

grasped a variety of breakers that could be blown open or left shut to interface various contributions 

to each AND door. Since PLDs could deal with up to 20 rationale conditions outlining complicated 

strategies utilizing numerous PLDs was a testing procedure. To handle this quandary, chip creators 

presented Intricate PLDs (CPLD) and FPGA.A CPLD constituted of group of PLD hinders whose 

sources of info and last turnouts are represented by worldwide interlinked lattice. CPLDs give two 

levels of re-configurability; reconfiguring the PLD squares and interlinked between them. The 

structure of FPGAs is not quite the same as that of CPLDs. The FPGAs are constituted of a variety 

of basic and Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs) and switches that are used to decide the 

associations between CLBs. Keeping in mind the end goal to execute a calculation in the FPGAs, 

each CLB is orchestrated independently first and after that changes are organized to associate or 

separate CLBs. In spite of the fact that there are diverse strategies for associating and separating 

CLBs, the amazingly broadly profited procedure depends on utilization of RAM/glimmer 

switches. In this strategy, static RAM or blaze bits are profited to control the pass transistors for 

each interlinked. For example, the switch can be shut or opened by stacking bit 1 or 0, individually. 

Since the current FPGAs can contain up to 10 million doors, manual control of switches is 

unthinkable. In this manner, FPGAs fabricator give advancement programming's that take 

rationale configuration as information and afterward last turnout a bit stream, which arranges the 

switches. 

FPGA gives good, formidable agility clock, formidable bandwidth, and facilitates simultaneously 

multiple engagements. FPGA’s has its applications in various fields like speech recognition, 

computer hardware emulation, metal detection etc. 
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1.4 REQUISITE OF QSD 

 

The essential for impressive deft figure notational circumvolutions turned out to be all the more 

remarkable as sensible mixed media and correspondence applications fusing advising handling 

and considering. The downside of current PCs prompt the disintegration in implementation of 

retribution engagements, for example, accumulation, subtraction, division, growth on the parts of 

direction reproducing time slack, impressive power utilization and wide circumvolution 

multifaceted nature. This venture investigates the direction complimentary n figure 

documentations conglomeration/subtraction as the direction reproducing slack is astoundingly 

essential variable with respect to the nimbleness of any figure notational technique.[11] 

 

1.5 APPLICATIONS 

 

Cipher notational methodology’s play a outstanding role in day to day life. There are various 

applications in the field of cipher notational methodology such as computers, process controllers, 

signal processors, computer graphics, image processing, optical taking into account in the 

optoelectronic devices such as lasers, array illuminators, SEED (self-electro-optic effect devices), 

spatial light modulators in which formidable agile reckoning engagement became significant due 

to the spread of wire barely communication and manageable taking into account methodology.[12] 

Aggregators are astoundingly as often as possible benefited in different electronic applications e.g. 

Figure notational flag preparing in which aggregators are profited to uphold different calculations 

like FIR, IIR and so forth. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW                                                                                                                             

Application Author Year Work 

carry free n digits 

addition/subtraction[1] 

PRANALI S. 

KAMBLE(IJAEEE) 

2012  Redundant binary signed digit cipher notations had been 

utilized as one of the SD depiction for high agility VLSI 

multiplication. 

 Two bit natural depiction of binary logic is availed for 

each Quaternary cipher notation and aggregation is 

performed in binary itself. 

 Depicted using 3-bit 2’s complement notation. 

 QSD negative cipher notation is the QSD complement of 

the QSD positive cipher notation. 

carry free  addition,  

borrow free  

subtraction.[2] 

BHUKYA 

RAJESH(IJPRES) 

August 

2014 

 To depict a numeric value N log4N cipher notation of 

QSD digits and 3 log4N binary bits are required while for 

the same log2N BSD digits and 2 log2N binary bits are 

required in BSD depiction. 

 Advantages of both parallelisms as well as reduced gate 

complexity. 

 To change over n-bit paired information to its 

comparable q-digit QSD information, we need to change 

over this n-bit twofold information into 3q-bit double 

information Using 6 variable K-map, the logic equations 

specifying a minimal hardware realization for generating 

the intervening carry and intervening sum are derived. 

 QSD adder using NAND-NAND implementation for single 

digit aggregation, the dynamic power dissipation is 

36.255W & 5GHz frequency. 

 Delay of the proposed design is 2ns. 
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Divider made by using 

QSD technique for 

fast division without 

carry propagating 

delay.[3] 

SANDEEP KAUR 

(IJESRT) 

August 

2015 

 Implementation of large digits of digital such as 64, 128 

or more cipher notations can be implemented with 

constant delay. 

 Steps of QSD division are first take two binary cipher 

notations for the division. One binary cipher notation is 

dividend and other is divisor. Then convert the dividend 

and divisor into QSD cipher notation system. After 

conversion, shift divisor right and compare it with 

current dividend. If divisor is larger, shift 0 as the next 

bit of the quotient. If divisor is smaller, subtract to get 

new dividend and shift 1 as the next bit of the quotient. 

 The power availed by QSD divider is 23.50Mw and total 

delay is 18.06ns. 

 

carry  free  

aggregation[4] 

KAVITA KUNTAL February 

2014 

 Quaternary is the base 4 redundant cipher notation 

system. The degree of redundancy usually increases 

with the increase of the radix. 

 QSD adder using NAND-NAND implementation for single 

digit aggregation, the dynamic power dissipation is 

36.255W & 5GHz frequency. 

 Delay of the proposed design is 2ns. 

 

binary (2’s 

compliment) to QSD 

conversion is 

proposed and 

described[5] 

TANAY 

CHATTOPADHYAY 

December 

2012 

 Quaternary logic is based on radix-4 cipher notation 

system. 

 Multi Valued Logic is availed. 

 Design of a prototype of digital to analog converter 

circuit using operational amplifier (OPAMP) to verify 

the technique. 
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 To convert n-bit binary data to its equivalent q-digit QSD 

data, we have to convert this n-bit binary data into 3q-

bit binary data. 

 Proposed circuit can be designed with ν MOS- OPAMP. 

 

QSD aggregation 

using delayed 

aggregation 

technique[6] 

S.MALLESH(IJEEE) October 

2014 

 Delayed aggregation in place of carry free aggregation. 

 By using Wallace trees to accumulate results without 

carry propagation overhead. 

 Design of floating point adder in Verilog HDL in Xilinx 

ISE environment based on Spartan 3E FPGA family.  

carry free aggregation 

and borrow free 

subtraction 

QSD  Multiplier[7] 

SHRIKESH A. 

DAKHANE(IJCSIT) 

2014  The partial product generator and single bit multiplier is 

the key elements of the design. 

 Multiplication is done with partial product generators 

and QSD adders. 

 Increasing the cipher notation of bits of operation it 

gives constant delay of 4.287ns for 4bit QSD adder. 

 For 4x4 QSD multiplier, delay is found out to be 11.258 

ns. 

high agility QSD 

adder is proposed 

which is capable of 

performing carry free 

aggregation and 

borrow free 

subtraction using QSD 

cipher notations[8] 

JYOTI R 

HALLIKHED(IJEEE) 

May 2015  QSD cipher notation uses 25% less space than BSD to 

store cipher notation. 

 The 3q-bit binary data is converted from the n-bit 

binary data, thus equivalent q- digit QSD data is getting 

from conversion of n-bit binary data. 

 The QSD ALU design performance is better comparing 

to other designs. 

 The QSD adder complexity is linearly proportional to 

the cipher notation of bits which are of the same order 

as the simplest BCD and other adder, such as the RCA. 
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CHAPTER 3: CONVERSIONS 
 

 

We typically deal in decimal cardinal depiction methodology in real lives as decimal cardinal 

depiction methodology is more practical and understandable in general. But here we are dealing 

in Quaternary Signed Digits we should be able to convert decimal cardinal depictions into QSD. 

So here we will be explain the procedure to covert various cardinal depiction methodology into 

QSD. 

 

2.1 DECIMAL TO QSD 

 

Decimal cardinal depiction methodology being the remarkably popular and simplest is easy to 

understand. So here we will apply our knowledge of QSD cardinal depiction methodology and 

discuss various methods to convert decimal cardinal depiction methodology into QSD cardinal 

depiction methodology. [13] 

 

2.1.1 METHOD 1- DIRECT METHOD (FOR POSITIVE CARDINAL DEPICTIONS) 

 

As we are aware of the conversion of decimal cardinal depiction into base-2 using division method. 

So we apply the same technique of long division on decimal cardinal depiction to convert it into 

its respective QSD portrayal.[14] An example will make it clearer. Let us consider the following 

example: 

(182)10. 

Table 1  Converting 182 into QSD 

4 182 2 

4 45 1 

4 11 3 

 2  
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Therefore (182)10 = (2312)QSD 

 

2.1.2 METHOD 2- USING BASE-2 SIGNED DIGIT (2’S COMPLEMENT FORM FOR 

NEGATIVE CARDINAL DEPICTIONS) 

 

1 digit notation QSD cardinal depiction can be characterized using a 3-bit base-2 equivalent as  

3 101  

2 110
 

1 111
 

0 = 000 

1 = 001 

2 = 010 

3 = 011 

In this way, to change over n-bit base-2 information into its identical q-figure documentation QSD 

information, the n-bit base-2 information must be changed over into3q-bit base-2 information. To 

effectuate this we should part the third, fifth, seventh piece .i.e. odd piece (from LSB to MSB) into 

two sections. Be that as it may, we can't part the MSB bit. In the event that the odd piece is 0 then, 

it is part into 0 and 0 and on the off chance that it is 1 then, it is part into 1 and 0. [15]  

An illustration makes it clear, the part procedure of a base-2 cardinal portrayal (1101101)2 is 

demonstrated as follows: 

 

 

So we need to part the given base-2 information q-times. For instance, the part is one time for 

change of a 2-figure documentation quaternary cardinal delineation, the part is two times for 

transformation of a 3-figure documentation quaternary cardinal portrayal et cetera. In each part 
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one additional piece is created. For change from base-2 to QSD, the required cardinal portrayal of 

base-2 bits are 

    3 1 1 2n q q   
 

Thus, to convert base-2 cardinal delineation into its equal QSD the cardinal portrayal of bits ought 

to be 3,5,7,9 and so on. As per the above condition each 3-bit can be changed over into its QSD.  

Let (- 155)10 = (101100101)2 have be changed over to base-2 first (in 2's supplement shape and 

after that to its identical QSD. "(101100101)2" is 9-bit base-2 information. Its third piece is 1, fifth 

piece is 0 and seventh piece is 1. So from the condition (2) we can state that, its QSD equal is of4-

figure documentation. Consequently as per the part strategy expressed over the base-2 information 

can be communicated as take after [16] 

 

 

 

 

2.2 QSD TO DECIMAL 

 

Now we will be discussing the reverse of what we discussed in the antecedent section. Here we 

will discuss how to convert QSD to decimal by taking various examples to build our understanding 

better. 

 

2.2.1 DIRECT METHOD (FOR POSITIVE CARDINAL DEPICTIONS) 

 

As we have discussed above the formula using equation (1) for conversion of QSD to decimal 

which is:- 

Let us consider the example:- 
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(301)QSD, now to convert this to decimal cardinal depiction we consider the above formula 

2 1 0(301) 3 4 0 4 1 4QSD      
 

10

48 0 1

(49)

  


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 4:  ADDER AND SUBTRACTORS 
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An adder–subtractor is a circumvolution that is versatile of including or subtracting cardinal 

delineations (specifically, base-2). The following is a circumvolution that does including or 

subtracting depending a control flag. It is additionally conceivable to build a circumvolution that 

upholds both collection and subtraction in the meantime. [17] 

 

4.1 BASIC ADDER UNIT 

 

The amazingly essential retribution engagement is the total of 2 base-2 figure documentations, i.e. 

Bits. A combinable circumvolution that includes 2 bits, agreeing the hypothesis masterminded 

beneath, is known as a half viper (HA). A full snake is one that includes 3 bits, the third is created 

from the predecessor total engagement i.e. from the HA.[18] An approach for executing a full 

viper is to use two half aggregators in its achievement. There are two sorts of essential viper units 

as talked about beneath: 

 

4.1.1 HALF ADDER 

 
A half adder is utilized to include two base-2 figure documentations A and B inside and out. It 

yields S, the accumulation of A and B, and in parallel likewise yields direction C0. In spite of the 

reality, a half viper is not hugely invaluable, it can be passed-down as a building hinder for bigger 

including circumvolutions, for example, full aggregators (FA).[19] One possible approach to yield 

a last turnout is utilizing two AND doors, two inverters, and an OR entryway rather than a XOR 

door as appeared in Fig. 1. Boolean Equations:  

 

(2)S AB A B A B      

0 (3)C A B 
    

     

 

To understand what a half adder is it urges the requisite to learn about the aggregators. Adder 

circumvolution is a combinable cipher notational circumvolution that is availed for adding 

different numerals. A model snake circumvolution yields a total piece (meant by S) and a direction 

bit (signified by C) as the last turnout. As a rule aggregators are acknowledged for including base-
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2 cardinal delineations however they can be likewise acknowledged for including elective 

arrangements like BCD (base-2 coded decimal), XS-3, and QSD and so forth. Other than 

accumulation, snake circumvolutions can likewise be used for a great deal of supplementary 

applications in figure notational hardware like as approach deciphering, table file estimation and 

so on. Snake circumvolutions are of two sorts: Half viper advertisement Full viper. Full 

aggregators are illustrated inside the following area, in this segment we will concentrate on half 

aggregators specifically.[20] 

 

 

Figure 1 Half adder logic diagram 

 

 

 
Figure 2 Block Diagram for Half Adder 

 

 

 

 
Table 2 Truth Table for Half-Adder 

A B S C0 
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0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 

1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 1 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Block diagram of quaternary half adder circumvolution 

 

 

Where, 

 Q = Quaternary Signed Cipher notation 

 B = Base-2 Signed Cipher notation 

 X and Y are two different inputs where X comprises of X1 and X0 and Y comprises of Y1 

and Y0 

 S0 and S1 are intervening sum generated 

 C0 and C1 are Intervening carry generated 

 

4.1.2 FULL ADDER 
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A full adder could be a combinatory circumvolution that implements the retribution aggregate of 

3 bits: A, B and a direction in, C, from the predecessor total. Additionally, as inside the instance of 

the half-snake rationale and square outlines full viper chart. The aggregate snake deliver the 

relating aggregate, S, and an authorize C0. As said aforesaid a full snake maybe depicted by 2 half 

aggregators serial as appeared underneath in Figure three. The aggregate of A and B range unit 

sustained to a last half viper, that then adds it to the direction in C (from a precursor accumulation 

engagement) to get a definitive aggregate S. The authorization, C0, is that the consequences of 

AND or potentially engagement taken from the direction outs of every half aggregators.[21] The 

range unit a degree of aggregators inside the writing each at the entryway level and electronic 

transistor level each giving totally unique upholds. 

 

Boolean Equations:- 

  (4)S C A B  
      

 0 (5)C A B C A B    
     

     

 

With reality table, the entire viper rationale might be authorized. We'll see that the last turnout S 

is relate XOR between the data sources A and furthermore the half-adder, add up to definite turnout 

with B and Cin inputs. We tend to take Cout can exclusively be valid if any of the 2 contributions 

out of the 3 are HIGH. 

 

In this way, we can execute a full snake circumvolution with the help of 2 half adder 

circumvolutions. At to begin with, half snake will be wont to include A and B to supply a fractional 

include and a {second half last half} viper rationale will be wont to add Cin to the snake made by 

the essential half snake to ask a definitive S last turnout.[22] On the off chance that any of the half 

snake rationale deliver a direction, there'll be relate last turnout direction. Thus, Cout will be partner 

OR work of the half-adder trajectory last turnouts. Take a look at the achievement of the aggregate 

viper circumvolution demonstrated as follows. 
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Figure 4 Full adder circumvolution diagram 

 

Table 3 Truth Table for Full Adder 

A B C S C0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

0 1 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 

1 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 

 

 

4.1.2.1 RIPPLE CARRY ADDER (RCA) 

 

Half Aggregators will be usual include 2 one piece base-2 cardinal delineations. It's conjointly 

feasible to make a sensible circumvolution abuse different full aggregators to highlight N-bit base-

2 cardinal delineations. Each full viper inputs a Cin, that will be that the Cout of the antecedent 

adder.[23] This kind of viper might be a Ripple Carry Adder, since each direction bit "swells" to 
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progressive full snake. The essential (and exclusively the main) full viper is additionally 

supplanted by a half snake. The outline of 4-bit Ripple Carry Adder is appeared next: 

 

Figure 5 Ripple Carry Adder Block Diagram 

 

 

1 (6)n n n nS A B C   
  

        

1 1(( . ) ( . ) ( . )) (7)out n n n n n nC A B B C A C   
  

      

 

 

 

The diagram of Ripple Carry Adder is simple, that grants for fast style time; at the same time, the 

Ripple Carry Adder is similarly moderate, since each full snake ought to anticipate the direction 

bit to be computed from the precursor full adder.[24] The entryway deferral will essentially be 

figured by examination of the aggregate snake circumvolution. Each full viper requirements 3 

levels of rationale. 
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4.1.2.2 CARRY SAVE ADDER (CSA) 

 

A carry-save adder could be a variety of cipher notational adder, utilized in laptop 

microarchitecture to calculate the aggregation of 3 or aggregation of n-bit cardinal depictions in 

base-2. It differs from different cipher notational aggregators in this it final turnouts 2 cardinal 

depictions of identical dimensions because the inputs, one that could be a sequence of partial add 

bits and an supplementary that could be a sequence of trajectory bits. [25] 

The idea of delaying trajectory resolution till the top, or saving carries, is as a result of John 

Neumann. [25] 

Supposing that we've got 2 bits of storage per cipher notation, we will use a redundant base-2 

illustration, storing the values zero, 1, 2, or three in every cipher notation position. It's thus obvious 

that extra} base-2 extent are often added to our trajectory-save result while not overflowing our 

storage capability. 

To place it in an unexpected way, we have a propensity of taking a direction figure documentation 

from the position to our right side, and spending a direction figure documentation to one side, even 

as in run of the mill accumulation; however the direction figure documentation we tend to go to 

one side is that the aftereffects of the predecessor computation and not the present one. In each 

clock cycle, conveys exclusively should move one stage on, and not n ventures as in run of the 

mill aggregation. Because signals don't need to move as far, the clock can tick much hustling. [26] 

Drawbacks:- 

At each stage of a trajectory-save aggregation, 

1) We know the result of the aggregation at once. 

2) We still do not know whether the result of the aggregation is larger or deficient than a given cardinal 

depiction (for instance, we do not know whether it is positive or negative). 

This latter purpose could be a downside once mistreatment trajectory-save aggregators to 

implement standard augmentation. 

The trajectory-save unit consists of n full aggregators, every of that computes one add and 

trajectory bit based remarkably alone on the corresponding bits of the 3 input cardinal depictions. 
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Given the 3 n - bit cardinal depictions a, b, and c, it bring forth a partial add PS and a shift-trajectory 

sc: 

 

(8)i i i ips a b c  
 

      (9)i i i i i i isc a b a c b c     
 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Carry Save Adder Circumvolution 

 

 

4.2 SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Successful accomplishment of all the adders discussed above have been implemented successfully 

and the result of the same has been discussed in the further sub-sections. 
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4.2.1 RESULTS FOR RIPPLE CARRY ADDER 

 

Figure 7 shows the simulated result for the ripple carry adder verifying the truth table as discussed 

above. 

As we can see in figure: A0, B0, A1, B1, A2, B2, Cin are the inputs, S3, S2, S1 are the final turnouts and 

Cout1, Cout2, Cout3 are the trajectory final turnouts. 

  

 

Figure 7 Simulation Result of Ripple Carry Adder 

 

Figure 8 shows simulated result for the ripple carry subtractor. This result has been obtained by 

changing the Cin value from 0 to 1 in the testbench of the Xilinx code.  

 

 

Figure 8 Simulation Result of Ripple Carry Subtractor 
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Figure 9 shows the deign summary of the ripple carry adder as well subtractor. This synthesis 

report shows the total number of LUT’s and Slices used during the simulation of the RCA circuit 

which we will further use in the result comparison later. 

 

 

Figure 9 Synthesis Report Ripple Carry Adder 
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Figure 10 shows the timing details for the ripple carry adder as well as subtractor. Here we consider 

three different time lags which is the total delay, the logic delay and the route delay of the circuit. 

These time lag values will be used for comparison purpose later. 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Time Lag for Ripple Carry Adder 
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In table 4, different values obtained from the synthesis report as well as the time lag has been 

compared with various other results obtained after studying various research papers. 

 

Table 4 Comparison Table for Ripple Carry Adder 

Adder 

Type 
Method LUT Slices Gates Delay 

(ns) 
Logic 

Delay 

(ns) 

Route 

Delay 

(ns) 
Ripple 

Carry 

Adder 

A.DivyaPrabha. 

et al. [10] 
11 4 15 44.366 11.28 45.393 

A.Avizinis  

et al. [11] 
8 4 15 1.545 0.94 0.98 

Our Work 5 5 15 1.075 0.98 0.977 

 

 

4.2.2 RESULTS FOR CARRY SAVE ADDER 

 

Figure 11 shows the simulated result for the carry save adder verifying the truth table as discussed 

above. As we can see in figure: A0, B0, A1, B1, A2, B2, Cin are the inputs, S3, S2, S1 are the final 

turnouts and C is the final trajectory final turnout. 

 

 

Figure 11 Simulation Result of Carry Save Adder 
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Figure 12 shows the deign summary of the carry save adder. This synthesis report shows the total 

number of LUT’s and Slices used during the simulation of the CSA circuit which we will further 

used in the result comparison later. 

 

 
Figure 12 Synthesis Report Carry Save Adder 
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Figure 13 shows the timing details for the carry save adder. Here we consider three different time 

lags which is the total delay, the logic delay and the route delay of the circuit. These time lag values 

will be used for comparison purpose later. 

 

 

 
Figure 13 Time Lag for Carry Save Adder 
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In table 5, different values obtained from the synthesis report as well as the time lag has been 

compared with various other results obtained after studying various research papers. 

 

Table 5 Comparison Table for Carry Save Adder 

Adder 

Type 
Method LUT Slices Gates Delay 

(ns) 
Logic 

Delay 

(ns) 

Route 

Delay 

(ns) 
Ripple 

Carry 

Adder 

Maroju 

SaiKumar 

et al. 

2013[29] 

13 9 20 1.433 0.289 1.144 

 Aritra 

Mitra et  

al. 

2015[30] 

17 11 20 3.09 1.349 1.741 

 Our Work 5 5 20 1.673 0.195 1.478 
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CHAPTER 5: PROPOSED WORK 
 

 

 

In this chapter we are discussing about how to generate the sum final turnout without generation 

of the trajectory. Therefore, we have contended trajectory quaternary addition and have 

successfully implemented the contended work which is discussed in the upcoming sub – section.  

 

5.1 CARRY FREE ADDITION 

 
The vary of QSD cardinal depictions is from -3 to +3, and once the 2 QSD cardinal depictions square 

measure superimposed the result extents from -6 to +6. The final turnout of all the potential mixtures of 2 

cardinal depictions is illustrated in Table a pair of. If the vary is exceeded by the decimal variety then there's 

a demand of 1 aggregation QSD cipher notation. Within the aggregation of 2 cipher notation QSD result, 

LSB is characterised by the total bit and mutual savings bank bit is characterised by trajectory. One QSD 

portrayals are often accustomed represent an equivalent decimal variety. The quantity is chosen so as to 

stop the ripple of the trajectory.[27] 

 

 

Figure 14 Block Diagram of Carry Free QSD Addition 

 

5.2 RULES FOR CARRY FREE ADDTION 

 

In the aggregation of 2 cipher notation QSD result, LSB is characterised by the add bit and MSB 

bit is characterised by trajectory. Over one QSD portrayals are often wont to represent an 
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equivalent decimal extent. The amount is chosen so as to stop the ripple of the trajectory. The 

aggregation of {the 2} QSD cardinal depictions while not trajectory are often worn out the 

subsequent two steps [25]: 

In step 1, trajectory and add that area unit intervening is generated by the adder from the input 

cipher notations. 

In step 2, adder adds the (intervening) of current cipher notation with the trajectory (intervening) 

of lower figure. 

The ripple of trajectory are often removed by in engagement the subsequent 2 rules in QSD 

aggregation [27]: 

Rule 1 states that the greatness of the aggregate (mediating) must be scarcely than or equivalent 

to 2 i.e., it ought to be in the degree of - 2 to +2. 

Rule 2 states that the greatness of the direction (interceding) must be scarcely than or equivalent 

to 1 i.e., it ought to be in the degree of - 1 to +1. 

From the primary step we have a tendency to see that, the intervening total and therefore the 

Intervening carry is obtained from the QSD adder that lies within the extent of -6 to +6 as 

mentioned within the on top of rules. However mistreatment redundancy attribute of QSD cardinal 

depictions, 655 is chosen that satisfies the on top of explicit rules. once the intervening total whose 

vary is from -2 to +2 as obtained within the second step of QSD adder is superimposed with the 

lower figure Intervening carry whose vary is -1 to +1, the final turnout of the aggregation can't be 

bigger than three i.e., it'll be within the vary of -3 to +3 and therefore, there's no aggregation 

demand of trajectory because the aggregation final turnout during this vary will be characterized 

by a 1 cipher notation QSD extent [28]. 

 

Table 6 Intervening sum and carry from -6 to +6 

Sum Possible QSD Portrayals QSD Cardinal 

depiction 

-6 12,22  12  
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-5 11,23  11  

-4 10  10  

-3 11,03  11  

-2 12,02  
02  

-1 13,01 01  

0 0 0 00 

1 01,13 
01 

2 02,12  
02 

3 03,11 11  

4 1 0 10 

5 11,2 3  
11 

6 12,2 2  
12 

 

 

Table 7 Alteration between the inputs and final turnouts of the Intervening carry and Intervening 

sum 

QSD BSD DECIMAL QSD BSD 

Ai Bi Ai Bi ∑ Ci Si Ci Si 

3 3 011 011 6 1 2 001 010 

3 2 011 010 5 1 1 001 001 

2 3 010 011 5 1 1 001 001 

3 1 011 001 4 1 0 001 000 
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1 3 001 011 4 1 0 001 000 

2 2 010 010 4 1 0 001 000 

1 2 001 010 3 1 -1 001 111 

2 1 010 001 3 1 -1 001 111 

3 0 011 000 3 1 -1 001 111 

0 3 000 011 3 1 -1 001 111 

1 1 001 001 2 0 2 000 010 

0 2 000 010 2 0 2 000 010 

2 0 010 000 2 0 2 000 010 

3 -1 011 111 2 0 2 000 010 

-1 3 111 011 2 0 2 000 010 

0 1 000 001 1 0 1 000 001 

1 0 001 000 1 0 1 000 001 

2 -1 010 111 1 0 1 000 001 

-1 2 111 010 1 0 1 000 001 

3 -2 011 110 1 0 1 000 001 

-2 3 110 011 1 0 1 000 001 

0 0 000 000 0 0 0 000 000 

1 -1 001 111 0 0 0 000 000 

-1 1 111 001 0 0 0 000 000 

2 -2 010 110 0 0 0 000 000 

-2 2 110 010 0 0 0 000 000 

-3 3 101 011 0 0 0 000 000 
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3 -3 011 101 0 0 0 000 000 

0 -1 000 111 -1 0 -1 000 111 

-1 0 111 000 -1 0 -1 000 111 

-2 1 110 001 -1 0 -1 000 111 

1 -2 001 110 -1 0 -1 000 111 

-3 2 101 010 -1 0 -1 000 111 

2 -3 010 101 -1 0 -1 000 111 

-1 -1 111 111 -2 0 -2 000 110 

0 -2 000 110 -2 0 -2 000 110 

-2 0 110 000 -2 0 -2 000 110 

-3 1 101 001 -2 0 -2 000 110 

1 -3 001 101 -2 0 -2 000 110 

-1 -2 111 110 -3 -1 1 111 001 

-2 -1 110 111 -3 -1 1 111 001 

-3 0 101 000 -3 -1 1 111 001 

0 -3 000 101 -3 -1 1 111 001 

-3 -1 101 111 -4 -1 0 111 000 

1 -3 111 101 -4 -1 0 111 000 

-2 -2 110 110 -4 -1 0 111 000 

3 -2 101 110 5 1 1 111 111 

-2 -3 110 101 5 1 1 111 111 

3 3 101 101 6 1 2 111 110 
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We see that within the Table two the primary column shows the multiple portrayals of some 

cardinal depictions, however solely of those who satisfies the on top of nominative rules an elect. 

Currently once we see the last column of the Table one that shows the chosen intervening total and 

trajectory of the coded QSD variety. An illustration is given below to administer clarity of the 

aggregation method:[29] 

Let us enforce QSD aggregation of two cardinal depictions: 

A = 108 and B=-232 (positive and negative respectively). 

Decimal cardinal depiction is first converted into its equivalent QSD portrayal: 

3 2 1 0

10(108) 1 4 2 4 3 4 0 4 (1230)QSD        
 

3 2 1 0

10(232) 3 4 3 4 2 4 0 4 (3320)QSD        
 

10, ( 232) (3320)QSDHence  
 

When we add the two QSD cardinal depictions the aggregation can be done in the following way:  

 

Table 8 Addition of two QSD cardinal depictions 

A=108        
2 230

 

B=-232       
3320

 

Decimal Sum   -1 -5  5  0 

IC                       0 -1 1 0 

IS                          -1-1 1 0 

S                           
2010

 

C                        0 
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The final turnout of the adder of the aggregation of 108 and -232 in QSD mathematical notation is 

(2’010)QSD whose decimal equivalent is (-124)10 and trajectory final turnout is zero. From this 

illustration it's clear that the QSD adder style method carries the 2 stage aggregation. 

By scaling the 2 cipher notations into intervening add and Intervening carry specified the ordinal 

intervening add and therefore the (n-1)th. Confining the portrayal of the QSD variety in keeping 

with the foundations as outlined on top of the terminal aggregation can don't have any trajectory 

within the finish.[29] 

 

5.3 EQUATIONS AND CIRCUMVOLUTION DIAGRAM 

 

On considering the information side, the numbers to be added Ai is portrayed by 3 variable 

contribution as A2, A1, A0 and the cardinal delineation Bi is portrayed by 3 variable contribution as 

B2, B1, B0. Whereas, on thought of the last turnout side, the Intervening convey IC is portrayed by 

IC2, IC1, IC0 and the mediating entirety is portrayed by IS2, IS1, IS0. The six variable expressions 

for Intervening convey and interceding entirety as far as sources of info (A2, A1, A0, B2, B1 and B0). 

So we get the six last turnout expressions for IC2, IC1, IC0, IS2, IS1 and IS0.The rationale conditions 

for limited equipment acknowledgment for creating the Intervening convey and mediating 

aggregate are determined utilizing 6 variable K-outline.[30] 

The min terms for the Intervening carry (IC2, IC1, IC0) are: 

 

           
 

0 0 0

1 0 0 1 1

2 0 1 1 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 2 2

0 0 1 1 2 2

(10)

. (11)

. . . . . . .

. . . . . (12)

IS a b

IS a b a b

IS IS a b a b b a b a b a b

a b a b a b

 

  

    


 

The min terms for Intervening carry are: 

2 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 2

0 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

( . ).( . . . ) ( ).( . . ) (13)

( . ).( . . . . . ) (14)

IC IC a b a b a b a b a b a b

IC IC a b a b b b a b a b a a

    

     
 

The end amazingly last turnout is the entirety which is direction complimentary produced from the 

above definite turnouts. In this manner it has 6 sources of info and 3 last turnout bits.
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0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0

2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0

. . (15)

. (16)

. ( ). . (17)

S IC IS IC IS

S IC IS IC IS

S IC IS IC IS IC IS IC IS

 

  

    

The circumvolution is obtained from the above equations and we have deigned the circumvolution 

using PSPICE software. 

 

Figure 15 Gates combinational circuit diagram for single digit QSD adder cell 
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5.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Successful accomplishment of all the carry free adder discussed above have been implemented 

successfully and the result of the same has been discussed in the further sub-section. 

 

5.4.1 RESULTS FOR CARRY FREE ADDER 

 

Figure 16 shows the simulated diagram for the carry free adder verifying the truth table as 

discussed above. Different variables seen in the diagram are detailed below: 

As we can see in figure: A0, B0, A1, B1, A2, B2 are the inputs, S3, S2, S1 are the final turnouts, IC0, 

IC1, IC2 are the Intervening carry final turnouts and IS3, IS2, IS1 are the intervening sum final 

turnouts. 

 

 

 

Figure 16 Simulation Result of QSD Adder 
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Figure 17 shows the deign summary of the carry free adder. This synthesis report shows the total 

number of LUT’s and Slices used during the simulation of the CFA circuit which we will further 

used in the result comparison later 

 

 

Figure 17 Synthesis Report of Carry Free Adder 
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Figure 18 shows the timing details for the carry free adder. Here we consider three different time 

lags which is the total delay, the logic delay and the route delay of the circuit. These time lag values 

will be used for comparison purpose later. 

 

 

Figure 18 Time lag for Carry Free Addition 

 

In table 9, different values obtained from the synthesis report as well as the time lag has been 

compared with various other results obtained after studying various research papers. 

 
Table 9 Comparison Table for Carry Free Adder 

Adder 

Type 
Method LUT Slices Gates Delay 

(ns) 
Logic 

Delay 

(ns) 

Route 

Delay 

(ns) 
Carry 

Free 

Addition 

R. 

BHUKYA 

et al. 

2014[9] 

17 30 38 2 0.333 1.893 

 S.Jakeer 

Hussain 

et al 

2014[12] 

28 47 38 2 0.268 2.257 

 Our Work 9 7 38 1.878 0.195 1.638 
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The Simulation of QSD subtraction which is written in Verilog HDL is done in Xilinx Software 

14.7.We have burnt the circumvolution on the FPGA successfully as shown below: 

 

 

Figure 19 FPGA version details  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

 

 

6.1 CONCLUSION 

 

We conclude that the time lag for the Ripple Carry Adder circumvolution comes out to be 1.075ns 

whereas the time lag of Carry Save Adder circumvolution comes out to be 1.673ns. 

The suggested design of QSD Carry Free adder circumvolution generates the time lag of 1.878ns. 

These circumvolutions expend scarcely vitality, indicates considerable power productivity 

prompting better enforcement. We see that the, slack of the proposed configuration is scarcely. 

Therefore of which this outline is proper to be connected for the achievement of an impressive 

authorization multiprocessor which may comprise of many handling components. 

 

6.2 FUTURE WORK 

 

As we have successfully implemented three different types of adder circumvolutions using various 

combinatory gates we now have enough knowledge to further take this work on advance level 

which is augmentation of the quaternary signed cipher notations using aggregators as the basic 

building block in the process of building up the multipliers. 
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